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Labei the diagram below:

\ Cavi

2. Below is a diagram of a lung and it components. Labei the diagram using the
following-words:

Alveoli
Capillaries
Cluster of
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Alveolus
Bronchiole
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3.

for gas exchange. What ar-e they
a
The alveoli have two characteristics that allow
and w-hat gases are exchauged?
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Place the following statements belou' in the order that they crocur during

inspiration:

a.

b.

c,

d.

the molecule enters ou of the
bronchi
the molecule enters ttre alveolus
the molecule crosses the trachea
the molecule crosses the pharys

t) d+ -Jq+

e.

f.

the molecule enters a bronchiole
the moir:Lttle enlers the nasal

cavily
b. the molecule crosses the laryux
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5. In order for inspiration to occur, does the air pressure inside the lungs have to be
higher or lower than -suffounding air pressure? Why?
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6.

Are the following statements true or false? If they are false, correct them.

a) the only role of the circulatory system is to get rid of the carbon dioxide that our

bodyproduces
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b)

The diaphragm is the only muscle responsible for respiratory movements
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c)
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Red blood cells are special cells that can transport both orilgen and carbon
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d)

The concentration of carbon dioxide if hieher in the blood that is returning to the
alveoli from the body than in the air we bieath

e)

The diaphragm moves back up by contracting
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7.

Label the diagram of the respiratory system below. (5 marks)
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